TLC PRIMETIME HIGHLIGHTS:
Weeks of January 20th, 27th, and Feb. 3rd (as of 1.30.13)

Below please find program highlights for TLC’s primetime schedule for the weeks of January 20th, 27th, and February 3rd. There are preview episodes and episodic photography available for select programs/episodes on press.discovery.com. Please check with us for further information.

TLC PRESS CONTACT:
Jordyn Linsk: 240-662-2421
jordyn_linsk@discovery.com

WEEK OF JANUARY 20TH (as of 1.21.13)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Season Finales
OUTRAGEOUS 911 (Season 1) – Saturday, January 25

MONDAY, JANUARY 20

9:00PM ET/PT
CAKE BOSS – “SICILIAN SAMURAI”
This week Buddy finds his inner warrior to create a one-of-a-kind samurai cake for the 50th Anniversary of a New York martial arts school. Also, Buddy makes a patriotic cake for the new Mayor of Jersey City. And when things get stressful at the bakery, Buddy turns the decorating room into a giant sumo-wrestling ring!

10:00PM ET/PT
BAKERY BOSS – “DREW’S PASTRY PLACE”
With the financial support of his family, Drew opened an Italian pastry shop in Houston. But business has been tough and Buddy discovers the bakery is now $600,000 in the hole. Despite the pressures of not wanting to fail, Drew refuses to expand the menu. Buddy has a plan to heal the family rifts and revamp the menu, but will Drew finally be willing to listen?

TUESDAY, JANUARY 21

9:00PM ET/PT
MY 600-LB. LIFE – “PENNY’S STORY”
Bedridden for four years, 46-year old Penny knows that her weight may kill her if drastic actions aren’t taken. Penny moves from Maryland to Texas to have gastric bypass, but her unwillingness to make real lifestyle changes could be her downfall.

10:00PM ET/PT
ESCAPING THE PROPHET – “EXILED & LOST”
Flora and Brandon track down Edwin, a struggling ex-FLDS “lost boy” who has turned to drugs after being cast out by the FLDS prophet. Edwin is in trouble and they hope to save him from a life of destruction. Meanwhile, Brandon searches for his sister Brenda, concerned that the FLDS is behind her recent disappearance.

**WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 22**

10:00PM ET/PT
**MY STRANGE ADDICTION - “ADDICTED TO A DOLL/EATS PLASTIC BAGS”**
Twenty-three-year-old Robert consumes up to 16 plastic bags every week. His addiction is so intense that he goes days without eating food, opting for plastic bags instead. Can Robert’s fiancé convince him to quit before his obsession turns deadly? And 48-year-old Catherine has been addicted to an 18-inch plastic doll named Volo for eight years. Catherine dotes on him 24/7 – dripping water on his lips, “feeding him,” and even letting him have wine. Her affection has started getting in the way of her human relationships. Catherine’s daughter and her boyfriend are desperate for her to quit her addiction.

**THURSDAY, JANUARY 23**

8:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “THE MANPER”**
With added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – Sugar Bear gives an exclusive tour of his new hangout spot, Pumpkin takes an interesting approach to making sure she’s not another a beauty school dropout, and the family makes a trip to the Redneck Games.

8:30PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “THE BIRDS AND THE BOOS”**
Featuring added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – love is in the air. When June and Sugar Bear sniff it out, they decide it's time to have “the talk” with the girls and their boyfriends. With her sisters constantly occupied, Alana finds a new hobby.

9:00PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “FAMILYMOON”**
June and Sugar Bear never had a honeymoon after their Commitment Ceremony, so they decide to make it a family affair and go on a “familymoon.” Their RV journey includes an Animal Safari, a Children’s museum, and a candy shop.

9:30PM ET/PT
**HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “HUBBA BUBBA!”**
The RV familymoon continues as the family heads to the ocean for the girls’ first surf lesson. Sugar Bear puts the honey back in familymoon taking June away for some alone time at a motel – hubba bubba! And before heading home, the family enjoys a real Southern meal out, where they order one of everything!

10:00PM ET/PT
**TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – “THE HANDYMAN CAN”**
Bandit shows up and wants to move back into the trailer park…on a house boat. Becky hires a new hunky handyman to fix things up and Amanda is immediately smitten. Marvin investigates whether a new Myrtle Manor resident is conducting illegal activities out of her trailer. And a deejay visits the park to see if it’s the best in Myrtle Beach.
FRIDAY, JANUARY 24

8:30PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA: UNVEILED – “BREAKING THE BANK”
Full of tweets, facts, and bonus scenes! In this episode, Chelsye is looking for a dress both she and her sister can agree on. Unsure of any of her wedding details, Whitney comes to the store looking for a dress with no style or budget in mind. Tami hopes her dress will finally fit at her last fitting.

9:00PM ET/PT
SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “UP THE AUNT-IE”
Former beauty queen Macey wants a dress that differs from her old pageant gowns. But her bossy aunt insists on having the final say. Nikki and her aunt struggle to see eye to eye on her top gown pick. And at her fitting, Hailee longs for her mom’s approval.

10:00PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “IF THE GOWN FITS…”
Curvy bride Audrey is planning a Candyland wedding and wants a dress with a crazy skirt! She’s been too self-conscious to try anything on and Mom’s 80s gown doesn’t instill much confidence either. Can Audrey find a dress that reveals her inner bombshell?

10:30PM ET/PT
SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “THE 007 BRIDE”
Krystal is planning a 007-themed black tie wedding on a yacht! She wants a knockout gown to match her flashy theme and venue. However, her Mom would rather see her daughter in a more conservative dress, like the one she wore at her own wedding in 2003. Can Sam and Kelly find a sexy yet demure balance?

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25

9:00PM ET/PT
OUTRAGEOUS 911 – “THEY MADE MY BURGER WRONG”
OUTRAGEOUS 911 features the actual audio from some of the most ridiculous – and real-life – calls ever received. From a mom who calls after a fast food joint makes her burger wrong to a frustrated housewife who dialed 911 because her husband refused to have sex with her, the second episode in this two-part series reveals even more bizarre stories and odd reasons why people call 9-1-1 for circumstances that are far from emergencies.

10:00PM ET/PT
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “IT WAS A DOOZY!”
With added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – a 440lb. virgin accidentally sends his girlfriend headfirst through a wall during his first time; a rock ’n’ roll bandleader collapses in the middle of a peak performance; and a man with a broken penis has complications when both his wife and girlfriend arrive at the ER.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 26

9:00PM ET/PT
SISTER WIVES – “BROWNS IN CRISIS”
The Browns get a scare when Truely falls ill and are told she just has the flu. While preparing for Mariah’s going away party, Truely’s health worsens. Christine seeks out a second opinion and learns that she has a deteriorating condition and needs to be hospitalized immediately, leading the family to face their biggest crisis yet.

10:00PM ET/PT
90 DAY FIANCE – “ENOUGH IS ENOUGH”
Living with Russ’s parents is proving too close for comfort for Paola, leading the couple to move into their own apartment. Louis brings Aya home to Indianapolis, where she is forced to confront his blue-collar lifestyle, and meets his ex-wife and boys for the first time. Kirlyam takes a trip to a salon where Alan learns she’s been referred to a modeling agency. And Aziza proves tough to please as she and Mike scout locations for their wedding reception. The couple hits a pivotal milestone in their relationship.

WEEK OF JANUARY 27TH (as of 1.24.13)

OF NOTE THIS WEEK:

Network Premieres (Specials)
THE GIRL WITH HALF A FACE – Wednesday, January 29

Season Finales
MY STRANGE ADDICTION (Season 5) – Wednesday, January 29

MONDAY, JANUARY 27

9:00PM ET/PT
CAKE BOSS – “DOWN THE DRAIN”
Buddy’s making one of his weirdest cakes ever for a client’s boyfriend who is like a human garbage disposal when it comes to eating. A couple also wants a tow truck wedding cake. And Anthony’s mistakes leave Buddy questioning his cousin's future.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28

9:00PM ET/PT
MY 600LB. LIFE – “CHUCK’S STORY”
Chuck weighs almost 700lbs and it has hindered every aspect of his life. He’s had to downsize his business and his wife feels like a single parent, who is ready to leave him. Can Chuck take control and reclaim the life that’s slipping through his fingers?

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29

9:00PM ET/PT
THE GIRL WITH HALF A FACE
This is the extraordinary story of 17-year-old Sarah, who suffers from a rare disease called Neurofibromatosis, which has caused her to develop a massive tumor on half her face. After years of
hardship and bullying, Sarah is ready to undergo the risky surgery that could remove the tumor and change her life forever.

10:00PM ET/PT
MY STRANGE ADDICTION - “JUSTIN BIEBER LOOK-A-LIKE/MAKE-UP EATER”
Thirty-three-year-old Toby has spent over $100,000 on plastic surgery to transform himself into the perfect doppelganger of Justin Bieber. Toby’s loved ones think it’s time to give up his obsession before he turns into a plastic surgery nightmare. Will Toby agree to quit or will Bieber fever keep him coming back for more? And 22-year-old Brittoni has been addicted to eating makeup for twelve years. Her addiction is so intense, she goes through up to 50 containers a week and finishes an entire palate of eye shadow in one sitting. Will an ultimatum from Brittoni’s boyfriend convince her it’s time to give up makeup before he says goodbye?

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30

8:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “FAMILYMOON”
Featuring added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – June and Sugar Bear never had a honeymoon after their Commitment Ceremony, so they decide to make it a family affair and go on a “familymoon.” Their RV journey includes an Animal Safari, a Children’s museum, and a candy shop.

8:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “HUBBA BUBBA!”
Featuring added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – The RV familymoon continues as the family heads to the ocean for the girls’ first surf lesson. Sugar Bear puts the honey back in familymoon taking June away for some alone time at a motel – hubba bubba! And before heading home, the family enjoys a real Southern meal out, where they order one of everything!

9:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “GET A JOB”
After Alana and Pumpkin dig a hole in the front yard, June offers to buy them a pool if they earn money for it. The girls get jobs—babysitting, dog washing, toilet cleaning—and learn that working is a lot of work! Meanwhile, June and Sugar Bear are strict about dating, so Jessica has to settle for a group date with her boyfriend and the entire family there to chaperone.

9:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “FUNK SHWAY”
The house is bursting at the seams and it’s time to consider moving. June asks the family for their new house wish-list, but June is incredibly picky. The family also enjoys some summer fun at the Blueberry Festival, where Alana competes in a blueberry pie-eating contest.

10:00PM ET/PT
TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – “DOUBLEWIDE PRIDE”
Amanda tries to get in shape to catch Brock’s eye, but has a tough time working out. Marvin tries to figure out who’s been stealing Miss Peggy’s panties. Roy wants to hire a masseuse for Tangulls. And the radio station announces the winner of the #1 trailer park in Myrtle Beach contest. Will Myrtle Manor come out victorious?

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31
8:30PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA: UNVEILED – “NO TIME FOR NOSTALGIA”**
Full of tweets, facts, and bonus scenes! In this episode, bride Leah is looking for a modern bridal gown with pockets to wear on her wedding day. But her sassy Southern Granny has a more vintage dress in mind. Bride Courtney and her dad have always been close...until she bought a gown without his final approval.

9:00PM ET/PT
**SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA – “BY THE BOOK”**
Now that romance novelist Valerie is getting married, she’s looking to her own books for inspiration on a gown. Bride Kristy has loved Barbie since she was a little girl, and has her heart set on something pink and prototypically Barbie for her own wedding dress. Bride Rachel has hid her plus size body her entire life. Monte convinced her that a fitted dress would be figure flattering but with only three months until the wedding, this bride is now second guessing her choice.

10:00PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “MOM’S PRIDE AND JOI”**
Bride-to-be Joi is proud of her Filipino culture, but her Mom’s 1960s coronation-wedding gown is over the top and literally weighs her down! She pictures herself in something more “Sex and the City-esque.” Can Joi find balance between her heritage and her inner fashionista?

10:30PM ET/PT
**SOMETHING BORROWED, SOMETHING NEW – “THE WOW FACTOR”**
Katie loves the idea of wearing her mother’s dress for her Valentine’s Day wedding, but the gown itself isn’t what she ever envisioned. Kelly is determined to make Katie’s dream a reality, but Sam surprises everyone with what he can find on a limited budget!

**SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1**

10:00PM ET/PT
**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “IT WON’T STOP!”**
With added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – a woman heads to the ER after experiencing a two-hour orgasm that won’t stop; a couple’s reunion lands them in the ER when they choose an unlikely spot to make love; and a naked man’s wife and the police are suspicious about circumstances surrounding his three-story fall.

**WEEK OF FEBRUARY 3**<sup>RD</sup> (as of 1.30.13)

**OF NOTE THIS WEEK:**

*Mid-Season Premieres*
**HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE** (Season 5) – Wednesday, February 5

**MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3**

9:00PM ET/PT
CAKE BOSS – “ICING THE CAKE”
Buddy is making a giant goalie cake for the National Hockey League Draft, which will be delivered on live TV in front of thousands of fans. But when the lift gate on the delivery truck breaks, will Buddy be able to deliver this cake at all? Also, Buddy recreates a wedding cake for a couple celebrating 50 years of marriage. Plus, Momma returns from Israel with news about her health.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

9:00PM ET/PT
MY 600LB. LIFE – “CHRISTINA’S STORY”
Christina is a 22-year old married woman from South Haven, Miss., who hasn’t left her house in two years due to her size. Her doting family has enabled her and she’s eaten herself into a state that will soon kill her if she can’t make a change.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5

9:00PM ET/PT
HOARDING: BURIED ALIVE – “RUNNING OUT OF TIME”
Hoarder Geoffrey has already lost his home. Now, he has just 30 days to clear the clutter from the home or he will lose everything that remains inside it – including his two children.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6

8:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “GET A JOB”
Featuring added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – After Alana and Pumpkin dig a hole in the front yard, June offers to buy them a pool if they earn money for it. The girls get jobs—babysitting, dog washing, toilet cleaning—and learn that working is a lot of work! Meanwhile, June and Sugar Bear are strict about dating, so Jessica has to settle for a group date with her boyfriend and the entire family there to chaperone.

8:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO: WATCHNTWEET – “FUNK SHWAY”
Featuring added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – The house is bursting at the seams and it’s time to consider moving. June asks the family for their new house wish-list, but June is incredibly picky. The family also enjoys some summer fun at the Blueberry Festival, where Alana competes in a blueberry pie-eating contest.

9:00PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “MONKEYS MAKE VERY GOOD BROTHERS”
After failing to “swoo” June in the bedroom, Sugar Bear suggests couples’ therapy, which June warily agrees to. While the folks are dealing with relationship stuff, the girls amuse themselves with ice blocking and exploding soda bottles.

9:30PM ET/PT
HERE COMES HONEY BOO BOO – “STAND PEEIN’ UP”
The girls are spending their entire summer vacation in bed, sleeping late and eating lots, so Sugar Bear decides what the family really needs is some time in the great outdoors. The girls are not happy, refusing to load up their camping gear and then crying when their electronic devices are taken away.

10:00PM ET/PT
**TRAILER PARK: WELCOME TO MYRTLE MANOR – “MAY THE HORSE BE WITH YOU”**
To cut down on the rash of pranks against Myrtle Manor, Marvin decides to patrol by horse, but that leads to a whole new problem in the trailer park. When Jared seeks help from others with Chelsey’s snoring problem, he winds up getting booted out of his trailer. And Amanda organizes a girls’ night out.

**SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8**

9:00PM ET/PT
**UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER: SEX EDITION – “TEMPTATIONS”**
Get an intimate look at the untold stories of patients who landed in the ER after sex-related injuries. From life-threatening to the light-hearted, mysterious to bizarre, hear their outrageous stories as told through the eyes of the doctors.

10:00PM ET/PT
**SEX SENT ME TO THE ER: EXTRA DOSE – “HOT IN VEGAS”**
With added facts, tweets, and bonus scenes – a couple must rush to the ER after a hot time in a Las Vegas hotel room; while on a hiking date, things go wrong when a couple attempts to have sex in a tree; and a young woman dislocates her jaw and doesn’t want her father to know how it happened.

**SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9**

9:00PM ET/PT
**SISTER WIVES – “TRAGEDY IN THE FAMILY”**
With the commitment celebration just a month and a half away, the Browns need to kick the plans into high gear. They meet with a party planner, but their efforts are interrupted by a sudden family tragedy—the second in two months.

10:00PM ET/PT
**90 DAY FIANCE – “90 DAYS ISN’T ENOUGH”**
Russ takes Paola to a college football tailgate party and tries to teach her all about American football; later, the couple’s wedding plans are put into jeopardy. Kirlyam goes on her first photo shoot and Alan grows concerned when she gets a callback from the modeling agency. Sparks fly as Aziza is confronted by Mike’s mom at her bachelorette party. And financial pressures weigh heavily on Aya as she shops for her wedding dress and Louis continues to cut corners to trim their wedding budget.